True Love
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
Mr. Darcy and Elizabeth Bennett dislike each other at first
sight, and each must contend with their pride and
prejudices while Elizabeth's mother plots marriages for all
her daughters.
Fiction Austen

This Lullaby by Sarah Dessen
Raised by a mother who's had five husbands, eighteen-yearold Remy believes in short-term, no-commitment
relationships until she meets Dexter, a rock band musician.
Young Adult Fiction Dessen

The Princess Bride : S. Morgenstern’s Classic
Tale of True Love and High Adventure
by William Goldman
Presents the timeless love story between a farm boy named
Westley and the beautiful Princess Buttercup, along with the
author's comments on life and art as he attempts to edit the
children's classic.
Young Adult Fiction Goldman

Nick & Norah’s Infinite Playlist
by Rachel Cohn & David Levithan
High school student Nick O'Leary, member of a rock band,
meets college-bound Norah Silverberg and asks her to be
his girlfriend for five minutes in order to avoid his
ex-sweetheart.
Young Adult Fiction Cohn

The Host by Stephenie Meyer
A species of altruistic parasites has peacefully assumed
control of the minds and bodies of most humans, but feisty
Melanie Stryder won't surrender her mind to the alien soul
called Wanderer.
Fiction Meyer

The Notebook by Nicholas Sparks
An elderly man reads a story from a notebook to a woman
who does not know him; the story is of young lovers kept
apart by disapproving parents.
Fiction Sparks
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Vampire Stories
Eight Grade Bites by Heather Brewer*
For thirteen years, Vlad, aided by his aunt and best friend,
has kept secret that he is half-vampire, but when his missing
teacher is replaced by a sinister substitute, he learns that
there is more to being a vampire than he could have
guessed.
Young Adult Fiction Brewer

Other Supernatural Beings
Tithe by Holly Black
Sixteen-year-old Kaye, who has been visited by faeries since
childhood, discovers that she herself is a magical faerie
creature with a special destiny.
Young Adult Fiction Black

A Great and Terrible Beauty by Libba Bray*

Marked by PC Cast*
Sixteen-year-old Zoey Redbird is Marked as a fledging
vampyre and joins the House of Night where she will train to
become an adult vampyre.
Young Adult Fiction Cast

Blue Bloods by Melissa de la Cruz*
Select teenagers from some of New York City's wealthiest
and most socially prominent families learn a startling secret
about their bloodlines.
Young Adult Fiction de la Cruz

Vampire Academy by Richelle Mead*
Two years after a horrible incident made them run away,
vampire Lissa and her guardian-in-training Rose are found
and returned to St. Vladimir’s Academy, where one focuses
on mastering magic, the other on physical training, while
both try to avoid the perils of gossip, cliques, gruesome
pranks, and sinister plots.

After the suspicious death of her mother in 1895, sixteenyear-old Gemma returns to England, after many years in
India, to attend a finishing school where she becomes aware
of her magical powers and ability to see into the spirit world.
Young Adult Fiction Bray

Need by Carrie Jones*
Depressed after the death of her stepfather, high school
junior Zara goes to live with her grandmother in a small
Maine town, where new friends tell Zara the strange man
she keeps seeing may be a pixie king, and that only "were"
creatures can stop him from taking souls.
Young Adult Fiction Jones

Blood and Chocolate by Annette Curtis Klause
Having fallen for a human boy, a beautiful teenage
werewolf must battle both her packmates and the fear of the
townspeople to decide where she belongs and with whom.
Young Adult Fiction Klause

Vampire Kisses by Ellen Schreiber*
Sixteen-year-old Raven, an outcast who always wears black
and hopes to become a vampire some day, falls in love with
the mysterious new boy in town, eager to find out if he can
make her dreams come true.
Young Adult Fiction Schreiber

My Swordhand is Singing by Marcus Sedgwick
In the dangerous dark of winter in an Eastern European
village during the early seventeenth century, Peter learns
from a gypsy girl that the Shadow Queen is behind the
recent murders and reanimations, and his father's secret
past may hold the key to stopping her.
Young Adult Fiction Sedgwick
*First book in a series

Keturah and Lord Death by Martine Leavitt
When Lord Death comes to claim sixteen-year-old Keturah
while she is lost in the King's Forest, she charms him with
her story and is granted a twenty-four hour reprieve in which
to seek her one true love.
Young Adult Fiction Leavitt

Shiver by Maggie Stiefvater*
In all the years she has watched the wolves behind her
house, Grace has been particularly drawn to an unusual
yellow-eyes wolf who, in his turn, has been watching her
with increasing intensity.
Young Adult Fiction Stiefvater

